BOOST 2 ELITE

effortless off-weighting.

www.woodway.com
KEY FEATURES

Percentage of Body Weight | 100% - 20%
Incremental Adjustment | 1% Increments
Height Range | 4’6” to 7’ (137 to 208 cm)
Clinical Gait Views | Front, Back, Side
23” Touchscreen with Knob Control | •
Pre-programmed Workouts | •
Shorts (XS-XXL) | One Pair Included
10 Pack Shorts | Optional
20 Pack Shorts | Optional
30 Pack Shorts | Optional
Speed | 18 MPH (28.9 KM/h)
Incline | 15%
Length | 82” (208 cm)
Width | 42” (107 cm)
Color | White
208/230 Vac 20 A | •
Commercial Warranty | 1 Years Parts and Labor
1-Year Additional Parts and Labor | Optional
4-Year Additional Parts and Labor | Optional

Contact us at 800-WOODWAY to speak to a team member for additional information.

All specifications contained herein is based on info at time of publication and subject to change.

SIMPLIFIED USER CONTROL

No longer do you need to press and hold buttons - the Boost 2 offers quick and accurate adjustment of speed and body weight via an easy and intuitive knob control.

PRECISION HEIGHT CONTROL

Precision height control lifts precisely from 4’6” to 7’.

With no manual lifting involved, the Boost 2 offers a quick, easy, and safe, entry/exit.

SLAT BELT

The original patented Woodway slat-belt remains best-in-class. The Woodway belt is clinically proven to reduce shock and increase comfort.